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Improving a tropical cyclone’s forecast and mitigating its destruc-
tive potential requires knowledge of various environmental factors
that influence the cyclone’s path and intensity. Herein, using a com-
bination of observations and model simulations, we systematically
demonstrate that tropical cyclone intensification is significantly
affected by salinity-induced barrier layers, which are “quasi-perma-
nent” features in the upper tropical oceans. When tropical cyclones
pass over regions with barrier layers, the increased stratification
and stability within the layer reduce storm-induced vertical mixing
and sea surface temperature cooling. This causes an increase in en-
thalpy flux from the ocean to the atmosphere and, consequently,
an intensification of tropical cyclones. On average, the tropical
cyclone intensification rate is nearly 50% higher over regions with
barrier layers, compared to regions without. Our finding, which un-
derscores the importance of observing not only the upper-ocean
thermal structure but also the salinity structure in deep tropical bar-
rier layer regions, may be a key to more skillful predictions of tro-
pical cyclone intensities through improved ocean state estimates
and simulations of barrier layer processes. As the hydrological cycle
responds to global warming, any associated changes in the barrier
layer distribution must be considered in projecting future tropical
cyclone activity.

Tropical cyclones (TCs), one of the most devastating and argu-
ably most recurring natural disasters, cause significant damage

to life and property annually in many countries worldwide (1, 2).
There also is mounting evidence pointing toward potentially im-
portant interactions between TCs and climate (3). With the dawn
of the satellite era, improved remote-sensing capabilities, in tan-
dem with advanced scientific techniques (4), have contributed to
dramatic improvements in predicting the trajectory of a TC. How-
ever, to this day, the largest uncertainty resides in the prediction
of TC intensity (5). Several previous studies showed that the
surface cooling induced by TCs has a significant effect on their
intensity (6–8). The intensity of a TC is critically dependent on
the air–sea enthalpy difference (9). Thus, any process or feature
that can affect the TC-induced sea surface temperature (SST)
change due to entrainment caused by wind mixing or upwelling
(10) may play a role in TC intensification (11–13), making it
critical to understand the factors controlling the upper-ocean re-
sponse to TCs (14).

The oceanic mixed layer, typically defined as a layer of uniform
density and temperature, acts as an interface for air–sea inter-
actions. However, in regions of high fresh water input where the
uniform density mixed layer becomes shallower than the uniform
temperature isothermal because of salinity influence, the region
between the base of the mixed layer and the base of the isother-
mal layer is defined as the barrier layer (BL) as it acts as a “bar-
rier” to entrainment cooling and vertical mixing (15). Because the
BL is a prominent feature of warm regions of the tropical ocean,
where TCs are active, they may occur along their tracks. Here, we
used a host of in situ and reanalysis datasets combined with
output from a high-resolution coupled model to systematically
quantify the impact of BLs on TC intensification in major tropical
ocean basins. To this end, we performed a Lagrangian computa-

tion of SST change, enthalpy flux exchange, and intensification
factor under TCs and related them to the presence or absence of
BLs (see Methods). We begin with an example that served as the
motivation for us to conduct this study.

Analysis
Omar was a Category 4 hurricane that occurred in the Caribbean
Sea between October 13–18, 2008, reaching a maximum sus-
tained wind speed of about 215 kmhr−1. Fig. 1A shows the SST
change caused by Omar, while Fig. 1B shows the pre-existing
barrier layer thickness (BLT) (Methods). Initially, as Omar began
to develop, it caused considerable SSTcooling of nearly 1.5 °C in
a region without significant BLs. Then, it gradually entered a re-
gion with deep BLs, up to 30 m in maximum thickness, where the
SST cooling was substantially reduced or SST change was even
weakly positive. Finally, as it exited this region and entered a re-
gion without prominent BLs, intense surface cooling resumed.
These observations point to the possibility that the presence of
thick BLs may have been responsible for the reduction in SST
cooling caused by Omar.

A pair of Argo floats (16) happened to be located very close to
Omar’s track. The first one was located at 67.4 °W, 14.9 °N, ap-
proximately 12 km away from Omar’s path. The float profiled the
ocean at about the same time (10/15/2008, 12 PM) Omar passed
near it. Thus, it provided real-time information about the prevail-
ing oceanic conditions during Omar’s passage. Fig. 1C shows the
sub-surface salinity and temperature recorded by the float with
the density, mixed layer depth (MLD), and isothermal layer
depth (ILD) indicated (also see Fig. S1). The MLD was about
51 m deep, and below it there was a BL nearly 15 m in thickness.
Within the BL, the temperature inversion was nearly 0.3 °C in
magnitude. The second float, located at 61.9 °W, 19.5 °N and
about 22 km from the hurricane’s track, was able to measure the
ocean state on October 16, 2008, at about the same time (10/16/
2008, 12 PM) the hurricane passed by it. Fig. 1D shows the hydro-
graphic conditions measured by the float. It shows that there was
a large sub-surface salinity maximum at a depth of about 10 m.
Due to this salinity effect, the MLD was shallower than 10 m,
resulting in a thick BL with a depth exceeding 30 m. However,
the BL found in this case is not a typical BL (additional discussion
in SI Text). Within the BL, there was a substantial temperature
inversion of almost 1 °C. Thus, it is conceivable that when a TC
passes over such oceanic regions, the mixing induced by it can
cause the warmer pycnocline water to enter the mixed layer,
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resulting in a reduced SST cooling or even a slight warming, as
shown in Fig. 1A. A similar effect has been noted in the extra-
tropics, where mixing due to polar lows can lead to surface warm-
ing and consequently their intensification (17). In the tropics,
although the maximum magnitude of temperature inversions is
about 0.5–1 °C, they may have a similar effect on enthalpy flux
transfer during a TC event.

Does the effect of BLs on TC-induced SSTchange hold true in
general, and does this effect have an impact on TC intensifica-
tion? To address this, we analyzed a decade of TC tracks from
1998 to 2007 in the major tropical BL regions, which included
a total of 587 TCs (Table 1) in the northwestern and southwestern
tropical Pacific, northwestern tropical Atlantic, and northern tro-
pical Indian Ocean basins. Fig. 2A illustrates all of the TC tracks
used in our analysis with the TC season-averaged BLT shown in
the background. To evaluate the effect of BLs on TCs, we com-
puted the SSTchange, enthalpy flux transfer at the air–sea inter-
face, and intensification factor for each slow-moving point along

the tracks of these TCs. As it is well known that air–sea coupling
effects begin to assume significance for the surface ocean re-
sponse to TCs and for TC intensification only when the storm
moves slowly (8, 10), we considered only those locations where
the TC translational speed is small (Methods). We further sub-
sampled the data for analysis using a minimum SST criterion to
isolate the BL effect from other factors that can affect TC inten-
sification (Methods). Tropical BLs predominantly occur in regions
where the ocean is warmer, and TC characteristics may be signif-
icantly different from those in non-BL regions. Choosing an SST
criterion that requires prestorm SST for the BL and non-BL sam-
ple sets above a certain value confines the selected TCs to within
approximately the same geographic regions and thus allows us to
avoid these sampling issues. When the minimum SST criterion
was satisfied, we found the difference in TCmaximumwind speed
and translation speed became statistically insignificant between
the BL and non-BL sample sets, so the influence of other factors
on TC intensification is minimized. Lagrangian composites were

Fig. 1. The path of Hurricane Omar (colored dots) overlaid on (A) the difference of SST between October 13–18, 2008, and (B) the pre-existing BLT (October 12,
2008). The legend in each figure corresponds to categorization of the strength of Omar based on the Saffir–Simpson scale, while the color bar indicates the
magnitudes of SST change (°C) and BLT (m) in the respective figures. The black star indicates the location of Argo floats. The black dotted lines enclose the
region influenced by the hurricane, which is approximately 400 km wide. The sub-surface temperature, salinity, and density profiles measured by Argo floats
(C) 4900754 on October 15, 2008, at 67.4 °W and 14.9 °N and (D) 4900755 on October 16, 2008, at 61.9 °W and 19.5 °N. The dotted line and dashed lines indicate
the MLD and ILD, respectively, with the distance separating them being the BLT.

Table 1. BL effect on TC intensification in different tropical ocean basins*

Ocean Basin
No. of
TCs

Mean TC intensification
factor over BL regions

(m s−1 per 36 h)

Mean TC intensification factor
over non-BL regions

(m s−1 per 36 h)

Probability
of TC-BL

interaction

1 Northwestern Tropical Pacific 292 1.29 1.10 0.14
2 Northwestern Tropical Atlantic 150 0.98 0.48 0.10
3 Southwestern Tropical Pacific 93 2.53 1.36 0.23
4 Northern Tropical Indian 52 1.29 0.59 0.10

*The number of TCs analyzed, mean TC intensification factor over BL and non-BL regions and the probability of TC-BL interaction, which
is the ratio between the number of BL points and the total number of points, for the decade 1998–2007 in each ocean basin
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made by sub-dividing TCs into two groups—those passing over a
BL and those not passing over a BL. Fig. 2 shows the probability
distribution functions (PDFs) generated from the composite ana-
lysis. It is evident that the BL PDFs are skewed to the right com-
pared to the non-BL PDFs, suggesting that in the presence of
BLs, the enhanced salinity stratification within the isothermal
layer lowers the vertical mixing caused by TCs. This results in re-
duced SST cooling and an increased enthalpy flux transfer into
the atmosphere leading to TC intensification. Due to the BL
effect, the mean SSTcooling induced by TCs is reduced by 36%,
and the mean flux of enthalpy heat drawn out of the ocean by TCs
increases by 7%. The mean intensification factor for TCs over
non-BL regions is 1.02 ms−1 per 36 hrs, while it is 1.54 ms−1
per 36 hrs for TCs over BLs—nearly 1.5 times higher—making
the BL effects on TC intensification prominent even though the
probability of TC-BL interaction ranges between 10–23% in
each basin.

Model
A comparative analysis conducted for TCs with and without the
BL effect using simulations from a high-resolution regional
coupled model further substantiated our results. A total of 315
simulated TCs were analyzed (SI Text). Fig. 3A shows the simu-
lated mean BLToverlaid by the tracks of strong simulated hurri-
canes (Category 2). Despite the underestimated TC intensity, the
model captures the observed BL structure and TC tracks reason-
ably well. It also shows that BL-associated temperature inver-
sions contribute to SST warming during TC events (Fig. S2).
Fig. 3B shows the composite sub-surface temperature response
to TC-induced mixing. There is considerable surface cooling with

a maximum of nearly 1 °C, situated at about 50 km to the right of
the storm center, consistent with the well-known rightward shift
in maximum cooling in the northern hemisphere (10). The effect
of BLs on the upper-ocean temperature response is shown in
Fig. 3C, which illustrates the difference between the BL and
non-BL composites. Clearly, in the presence of BLs, there is a
relative warming in the surface layer of the ocean compared to
the case without BLs, and the maximum cooling to the right is
reduced by nearly 40%. Consistent with the reduced cooling,
composite profiles of simulated vertical turbulent heat flux show
that the mean heat flux, averaged over 50–100 m depth, with BLs
(approximately 1;320 Wm−2) is reduced by nearly 40% com-
pared to the value without BLs (approximately 2;176 Wm−2)
(Fig. 3D). PDFs of SST change, enthalpy flux exchange, and TC
intensification factor follow a similar pattern as in the observa-
tional analyses (Fig. S3). In the presence of BLs, the mean SST
cooling reduces by 33%, the mean enthalpy flux transfer increases
by 5.3%, and the mean TC intensification factor increases by a
factor of 1.7, lending further support to the observational results.

Conclusions and Discussion
While information of upper-ocean thermal structure has been
shown to augment the intensity forecast (18), the idea that upper-
ocean salinity can also play a role has been hitherto untested at a
global scale. Past studies have suggested a potential role of BLs in
TC-induced SST cooling (19) and TC intensification (20–22).
However, the impact of BLs on TC intensification has not been
definitively demonstrated or quantified. Using a string of obser-
vations and high-resolution coupled model simulations, we sys-
tematically demonstrated that salt-stratified BLs in the tropical

Fig. 2. (A) An illustration of the TC tracks used in this analysis with the TC season (May–December for the Northern and October–April for the Southern
hemispheres, respectively) averaged BLT (m) in the background. The color bar corresponds to the magnitude of BLT (m), while the legend corresponds to
the strength of TCs. Probability distribution functions, or PDFs, of (B) SST change induced by TCs, (C) enthalpy flux exchange at the air–sea interface under
TCs, and (D) TC intensification factor with error bars indicated. The mean values of SST change, enthalpy flux exchange, and intensification factor in the
presence and absence of BLs are shown in the legends of the respective figures.
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upper oceans significantly influence TC intensification. When
TCs pass over BLs, the reduced efficacy of vertical mixing in their
presence leads to reduced SST cooling, which then impacts TC
evolution through changes in air–sea enthalpy flux transfer.

Both theory (23) and observations (24) show that a significant
majority of the total damages inflicted by TCs is caused by the
most intense storms. In light of this and our study, the role of BLs
in TC intensification should not be overlooked, as even modest
improvements in TC intensity forecast skill can aid societal
response and help mitigate these storms’ destructive power. Be-
cause an understanding of interannual-to-decadal variability in
BL conditions also may provide constraints for predicting TC in-
tensities at longer time scales, future model improvements need
to consider BL processes in the upper ocean. As the ocean water
cycle is projected to change under global warming (25), tropical
ocean BLs may also change accordingly. The impact of this BL
change on future TCs is an issue that deserves consideration in
studies of TC-climate interactions.

Methods
Data. TC track data, obtained from http://eaps4.mit.edu/faculty/Emanuel/
products for the period 1998–2007, are used to find TC locations and com-
pute its translation speed (V) and intensification factor. The data herein were
compiled from the National Hurricane Center (NHC) and the U.S. Navy’s Joint
Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC). The wind speeds given in this data are

1-min averaged sustained winds at an altitude of 10 m. To account for errors
in methods of wind speed estimation, several wind-speed-dependent correc-
tions have been introduced in this data (23).

Daily SST data, obtained from http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data (26), are
used to compute SST change along TC tracks. Objectively analyzed air–sea
fluxes (OAFlux) data, obtained daily from http://oaflux.whoi.edu (27), are
used to compute the enthalpy fluxes at the air–sea interface for TCs. A dis-
cussion about the limitation of this data product is provided in SI Text. The
Simple Ocean Data Assimilation, or SODA, an ocean reanalysis pentad data
product obtained from http://soda.tamu.edu/ (28), is used to compute pre-
existing BLT along TC tracks. Daily ocean reanalysis data, obtained from
http://hycom.org/ (29), are used to compute SST changes and pre-existing
BLT for the Hurricane Omar case study. In addition, data from several Argo
floats (AOML float numbers 4900754, 4900755, 4900800, and 4900572),
obtained from http://www.usgodae.org/argo/, are used to examine the
sub-surface hydrographic conditions near Omar’s path. BLT climatology data,
obtained from http://www.lodyc.jussieu.fr/~cdblod/blt.html (30), are used to
depict the hurricane season averaged BLT in Fig. 2A.

Model. The model simulations analyzed in this study are from an ensemble
of 17 runs using a high-resolution coupled regional climate model developed
at Texas A&M University (TAMU) (31). Each integration starts from May 1
through end of September and is initiated with perturbed atmospheric initial
conditions but identical ocean initial and climatological boundary conditions
(refer to SI Text for more details).
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Fig. 3. (A) An illustration of BL and TC simulation in the model. The BL shown here is averaged over the months May–September overlaid with tracks of TCs
reaching the strength of Category 2. The color bar indicates the magnitude of BLT (m). Sections of composite sub-surface temperature response to TCs from the
model (B) mean response and (C) difference between the BL and non-BL composites. The sections are perpendicular to the direction of the TC (into the page)
and centered at its eye. (D) Composite mean profiles of TC-induced upward turbulent heat flux for cases with and without BLs at the center of the TC. The
profiles are averaged approximately over a radius of 9 km, which is the model horizontal resolution. Only events where the storm reached TC status and was
slow moving were used to build these composites.
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Calculations. BLT is defined as ILD minus MLD (30) and can exist if it is at least
10 m in magnitude. Model-simulated TC locations are tracked using a well-
established TC tracking algorithm (32). Slow-moving TCs are separated from
fast-moving ones using the ‘VfL < 1’ criterion, where V is the TC translational
speed, f the Coriolis parameter, and L a TC length scale chosen as 100 km (8).
SST change at each location along TC tracks is evaluated as the difference
between SST two days after the passage of the TC and the average SST over
the 10-day period prior to a day before the approaching storm (8). Enthalpy
flux along TC tracks is evaluated as the sum of latent and sensible heat fluxes
one day after the arrival of the TC. To account for asymmetry in TCs, we used
an average over a 4° × 4° box centered at the eye of the storm to compute
BLT, SST change, and enthalpy fluxes.

The intensification factor is computed as the linear regression coefficient
of the maximum wind speed (Vmax) over six data points, which includes
the current and five subsequent six-hourly snapshots (8). Positive regression
coefficient signifies TC intensification, while negative indicates TC decay. The
vertical turbulent heat flux is computed as ρCpκt

dT
dz, where ρðkgm−3Þ is

the seawater density, Cp is the specific heat capacity of seawater
(4;000 J kg−1 K−1), κt (m2 s−1) is the vertical thermal eddy diffusivity, and
dT
dz is the vertical temperature gradient at a depth z. Themixed layer-averaged
horizontal advective heat flux is calculated as ρCph∇ · ðνhThÞ, where ∇ is
the horizontal gradient operator, h is the mixed layer depth, and νh and
Th are the mixed layer-averaged horizontal velocity vector and temperature,
respectively.

To isolate the effects of BLs, we sub-sampled the data using a minimum
SST criterion. A lower bound for prestorm SST is employed to consider TC

locations so the selected points are confined to nearly the same geographic
regions, thus eliminating the influence of other TC characteristics. In our
data, we found that using the criterion of SST ≥ 28.5 °C, the difference in
TC maximum wind speed (Vmax) and translation speed (VfL) between the BL
and non-BL sample sets becomes statistically insignificant at the 95% level
based on a Student’s t-test. For this reason, the effect of BLs can be explicitly
delineated.

The PDFs were computed using a Monte Carlo method. We randomly
chose half the elements of the sample set to generate a PDF and repeated
this process numerous times (here 100,000). For each bin, the mean and stan-
dard deviation of the bin sizes, calculated across the various PDFs, yield the
corresponding mean bin size and error. Values reported throughout this pa-
per from various comparative analyses satisfy the one-tailed Student’s t-test
for difference of means at 95% confidence level (“t” value of 1.65). Hence,
they are statistically significant.
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